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WEST NORFOLK AND KING’S LYNN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

 

Gaywood Valley Archaeological and Historical Project 

 

 

Notes on Temporary Exhibition TYFM 

A number of points summarise our findings from limited fieldwork (training event) on 

Saturday 16th March: 

 Fieldwork Techniques: A single 1m x 1m test pit was excavated, down to 40 

cm, with between 50%-90% sieving of soil; a single 50m x 50m square was 

set up, yielding 5 shovel tests 

 Test Pit: Hand excavation of the test pit yielded, just below the turf and 

plough/sub soil horizon animal bones, particularly cut (butchered) sheep leg 

bones, with other bones, possibly cattle molars (M2), with other fragmented 

medium sized mammal bones from this context down to 30 cm. To 20-30 cm, 

a metal/road surface of pebbles, mostly flint and local stones was recorded. 

Near to this context fragments of clay pipe and iron nails were recorded, 

perhaps a 17th-19th century context. Below the metal/road, pottery sherds 

were recorded, of a green-glazed type. This is typically Grimston-Thetford 

Ware, 14th-15th century, glazed on the outside, black and plain inside, well 

fired. This type of pottery is the developed form, produced at Pott Row, 

Grimston. It is domestic table ware, of a good quality, but not necessarily high 

status. A small 'sondage' was cut below 30 cm to assess any further context in 

the 1m square. It was noted at c.40 cm a grey linear feature, with a clay 

surface was cut by the edge of the test pit. This was recorded in a plan. This 

was not excavated and may represent a structure feature, or drain, ditch, or 

field boundary, connected with a late medieval occupation. It appears, an 

interpretation of this test pit, in align with the front of Gayton Hall and a route 

to the church is a road/stone surfaced area for a farm yard, or village 

'toft'/house, or indeed, a path to the church. Below this there is an indication 

that the pasture mapped in 1797 by Faden as pasture/common, was occupied, 

certainly by the 14th-15th century. So, the animal bone and glazed pottery, 

with a feature at c.40cm with a later medieval village dwelling on the 

common-edge of Back Street. 

 Shovel Test Pitting: All test pits were sampled, but the main finds relate to 

pebbles, occasionally, slate, brick fragments and small charcoal pieces. The 

main finds from the shovel test pitting consisted of flint, flaked flakes (small, 

with flake scars on dorsal surface) and a core or core fragment. From the size 

of the flakes and the core, all of quality nodule flint, perhaps derived from the 

Clay-with-Flints close by, or river gravels, this material can be dated to the 

later Mesolithic and/or earlier Neolithic periods, 7,500-3,500 BC. This 

indicates sporadic, perhaps seasonal activity, hunting or herding, nearby. The 

springs and water near to the hall may well have been important, together with 
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flint sources, attracting these mobile bands of peoples to the area repeatedly 

over millennia. The flint artefacts may have been produced by the last hunters, 

or indeed, first herders/farmers in the area. 

 Contact Information: 

Tel. 01553 770479 

E-mail. info@truesyard.co.uk 

Museum Website. http://www.truesyard.co.uk 

Society Website. http://wnklas.greyhawk.org.uk/main.php 

Project E-mail. gaywoodarch@aol.com  

Project Website. http://gaywood.greyhawk.org.uk/main.php  
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1.  

Team assembled, excavation starts, with St Nicholas Church, Gayton in background 
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2.  

Excavation and sieving buckets of soil, picking out artefacts 

 

3.  

Excavation and measuring depth of strata 
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4.  

Context 2 

 

5.  

Context 3, with ‘sondage’ 
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6. 

 
Faden’s topographical map 1797 (before enclosure) – note no depiction of house 

platform/enclosure near Common and Church. 

 

7. 

 
Bryant’s topographical map 1826 (enclosure) – Note, as in 1797, no house depicted 

on Common adjacent Church. 


